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Abstract—Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) Eu-substituted lead germanatovanadates with the
apatite structure have been prepared by solid-state reactions, via firing in air in the temperature range 773–1073 K,
using oxides (PbO, Eu2O3, GeO2, and V2O5) as starting materials. Using X-ray diffraction, we have determined the
hexagonal cell parameters (sp. gr. P63/m) of the synthesized phases and refined their crystal structure (the atomic
position coordinates, isotropic thermal parameters, and principal bond lengths in their structure are presented).
We have measured the luminescence spectra of the Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) apatites
and shown that europium concentration has little effect on the shape of the luminescence spectra. Using
experimental heat capacity data obtained for polycrystalline samples by differential scanning calorimetry in
the temperature range 350–1050 K, we calculated the main thermodynamic functions of the Eu-substituted
lead germanatovanadates.
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INTRODUCTION

Mixed oxide compounds with the apatite structure
(sp. gr. P63/m) have long been attracting researchers
and practitioners' attention [1–7] owing to their
diverse physicochemical properties, which determine
their potential practical applications [1, 8–11]. A char-
acteristic feature of the apatites (having the general
formula [A(1)]4[A(2)]6(RO4)6X2) is the possibility of ion
substitutions without substantial changes their structure.
Substitutions make it possible to tailor the properties of
known compounds with the apatite structure and obtain
new materials [12, 13]. For example, partial substitution
of rare-earth ions for Pb in Pb5(GeO4)(VO4)2 made it
possible to obtain Pb10 – xRx(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x (R =
rare earth, x = 0–3) apatites [5, 10, 14, 15]. According
to studies of Pb-containing apatites, their structure
has two structurally inequivalent positions: Pb1 (4f)
and Pb2 (6h) [2, 11, 16, 17]. It is worth noting that the
Pb10 – xRx(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x materials are the least

studied among the substituted lead germanatovana-
dates with the apatite structure.

The objectives of this work were to synthesize
Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) Eu-
substituted apatites and study their crystal structure
and optical and thermodynamic properties.

EXPERIMENTAL
The Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x apatites were

prepared by solid-state reactions using oxides as start-
ing materials (extrapure-grade PbO and V2O5,
reagent-grade Eu2O3, and 99.999%-pure GeO2). After
calcination, appropriate amounts of the oxides were
mixed by grinding in an agate mortar and pressed with
no binder into pellets, which were then sequentially
fired in air at 773, 873, 973 (10 h of holding at each
temperature), and 1073 K (holding for 100 h). To drive
the solid-state reactions to completion, the samples
were reground every 10 h of firing and the resultant
powders were pressed, as in a previous study [14]. The
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Fig. 1. (1) Raw X-ray diffraction data, (2) calculated profile, and (3) difference plot after refinement by the Rietveld method for
Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x with x = (a) 0.1, (b) 0.2, and (c) 0.3. The vertical tick marks show the calculated positions of
allowed reflections. 
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phase composition of the samples thus prepared was
determined by X-ray diffraction on a Bruker D8
Advance diffractometer (CuKα radiation, scan step of
0.016°, counting time per data point of 2 s). The crys-
tal structure of the samples was refined by the Rietveld
method with TOPAS 4.2 software [18].

Luminescence spectra were measured at room
temperature on a Horiba Jobin-Yvon T6400 spec-
trometer. Absorption spectra were obtained on a Shi-
madzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer.

The heat capacity of the synthesized polycrystal-
line apatite samples was determined by differential
INORGANIC MATERIALS  Vol. 57  No. 11  2021
scanning calorimetry (DSC) (STA 449 C Jupiter ther-
moanalytical system, Netzsch, Germany). The experi-
mental procedure was described in detail elsewhere [19].
The uncertainty in our measurements was within 2%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 presents X-ray diffraction data for the syn-

thesized apatites. It is seen that all of the samples are
single-phase (there are no deviations in the difference
plots).

All of the reflections in the X-ray diffraction pat-
terns of the synthesized samples could be indexed in a
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Fig. 2. Crystal structure of Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x.
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Table 1. Intensity data collection range, principal X-ray dif-
fraction parameters, and structure refinement results for the
Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) samples

Rwp, Rp, RB, and Rexp are the weighted profile, profile, Bragg,
and experimental agreement factors, respectively; and χ2 is the
goodness-of-fit index.

x 0.1 0.2 0.3

Sp. gr. P63/m P63/m P63/m

a, Å 10.09108(4) 10.09120(4) 10.09127(4)

c, Å 7.39024(3) 7.38495(4) 7.38038(4)

V, Å3 651.726(6) 651.274(6) 650.880(6)

Z 1 1 1

2θ, deg 5–140 5–140 5–140

Rwp, % 5.24 4.91 4.82

Rp, % 4.15 3.87 3.80

RB, % 2.15 2.04 1.96

Rexp, % 2.70 2.73 2.73

χ2 1.94 1.80 1.77
hexagonal structure (sp. gr. P63/m) with unit-cell

parameters similar to those of Pb5(GeO4)(VO4)2 [2].

Because of this, the structure of this compound was

used as an input model for Rietveld refinement. In

accordance with the assumed chemical formula, the

Pb/Eu ions were placed in the two inequivalent sites

Pb1 and Pb2 with fixed site occupancies (Fig. 2).

For the only Ge/V site, we calculated the Ge : V

ratio (also with allowance for the chemical formula),

and the occupancies of these atoms were fixed during the

refinement. The thermal parameters of all the atoms were

taken to be isotropic. The refinement proceeded smoothly

and yielded small agreement factors (Table 1, Fig. 1). The

atomic position coordinates and principal bond lengths in

the structure of the Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x
(x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) samples are listed in Tables 2 and 3,

respectively.

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of europium content

on the unit-cell parameters a and c, unit-cell volume V,

and density of the Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x apa-

tites. It is seen that, as the degree of europium substi-

tution for lead increases, a increases slightly, whereas

c, d, and V decrease.

Rare-earth element substitution for Pb atoms is

possible on both inequivalent Pb sites (Pb1 and Pb2).

According to Yablochkova [5], praseodymium atoms

substituting for Pb reside mainly on the Pb1 site, even

though the effective charge on Pr3+ exceeds that on

Pb2+. Note that, if a substituent ion in the structure of

hydroxyapatite has a larger charge, it occupies pre-

dominantly the Ca2 site, which is smaller in size [20].

Clearly, the observed decrease in the unit-cell vol-

ume and density of the Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x
apatites with increasing europium concentration can

be accounted for by the difference in ionic radius

between Pb2+ (1.35 Å) and Eu3+ (1.09 Å) and the dif-

ference in atomic mass (207.2 and 151.964 a. u. m.,

respectively).

Note that, because of the low Eu content (x = 0.1–0.3),

we failed to determine the degree of Eu substitution for

Pb on the Pb1 and Pb2 sites from X-ray diffraction

data, so we measured luminescence spectra of the apa-

tites under investigation.

Figure 4 shows luminescence spectra of the

Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3)

samples at an excitation wavelength of 464 nm, corre-

sponding to the Eu3+ 7F0–
5D2 transition.

The spectra contain contributions from different

Eu3+ luminescence bands and are dominated by the

band corresponding to the crystal field-induced 5D0–
7F2 electric dipole transition and peaking at 612 nm,

which points to distortion of inversion symmetry on
the site occupied by the Eu3+ ions. However, the dis-

tortion is rather weak: the ratio of the peak intensities

of the bands arising from the electric dipole and mag-

netic dipole transitions is about 3.4.

A comparative analysis of the luminescence spectra

of the three samples differing in Eu content demon-

strates that the intensity distribution of individual

bands and their shape change only slightly with

increasing europium content. In particular, the inten-

sity of the 5D0–
7F1 and 5D0–

7F4 bands rises in compar-

ison with the 5D0–
7F2 band, whereas the intensity of

the 5D0–
7F0 and 5D0–

7F3 bands remains unchanged.

This suggests that the luminescence reabsorption

effect has no influence on the spectra. Therefore, the

observed slight changes in the shape of the lumines-
INORGANIC MATERIALS  Vol. 57  No. 11  2021
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Table 2. Atomic position coordinates and isotropic thermal parameters (Å2) in the structure of the Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x
(x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) apatites

Atom x y z Biso Occupancy

x = 0.1

Pb1 1/3 2/3 0.0049(4) 1.00(4) 0.99

Eu1 1/3 2/3 0.0049(4) 1.00(4) 0.01

Pb2 0.25243(13) 0.0022(2) 1/4 1.03(4) 0.99

Eu2 0.25243(13) 0.0022(2) 1/4 1.03(4) 0.01

Ge 0.3987(4) 0.3846(4) 1/4 0.30(7) 0.35

V 0.3987(4) 0.3846(4) 1/4 0.30(7) 0.65

O1 0.3080(14) 0.4786(15) 1/4 2.2(2) 1

O2 0.5912(13) 0.4987(13) 1/4 2.2(2) 1

O3 0.3538(9) 0.2583(9) 0.0668(11) 2.2(2) 1

x = 0.2

Pb1 1/3 2/3 0.0053(4) 1.14(4) 0.98

Eu1 1/3 2/3 0.0053(4) 1.14(4) 0.02

Pb2 0.25328(12) 0.0030(2) 1/4 1.14(4) 0.98

Eu2 0.25338(12) 0.0030(2) 1/4 1.14(4) 0.02

Ge 0.3994(3) 0.3838(4) 1/4 0.30(7) 11/30

V 0.3994(3) 0.3838(4) 1/4 0.30(7) 19/30

O1 0.2993(13) 0.4707(14) 1/4 2.22(19) 1

O2 0.5903(13) 0.4971(13) 1/4 2.22(19) 1

O3 0.3533(9) 0.2599(9) 0.0711(10) 2.22(19) 1

x = 0.3

Pb1 1/3 2/3 0.0051(4) 1.17(4) 0.97

Eu1 1/3 2/3 0.0051(4) 1.17(4) 0.03

Pb2 0.25377(12) 0.0036(2) 1/4 1.12(4) 0.97

Eu2 0.25377(12) 0.0036(2) 1/4 1.12(4) 0.03

Ge 0.3999(3) 0.3844(4) 1/4 0.30(7) 23/60

V 0.3999(3) 0.3844(4) 1/4 0.30(7) 37/60

O1 0.3019(13) 0.4753(14) 1/4 2.25(19) 1

O2 0.5898(12) 0.5001(12) 1/4 2.25(19) 1

O3 0.3564(9) 0.2610(9) 0.0697(10) 2.25(19) 1
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Table 3. Principal bond lengths (Å) in the structure of the Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) apatites

Symmetry code: (i) –x + 1, –y + 1, –z; (ii) –x + y, –x, –z + 1/2; (iii) –y + 1, x – y, –z + 1/2; (iv) – y, –x + y, –z.

x = 0.1

(Pb1/Eu1)–O1 2.542(9) (Ge/V)–O1 1.615(9)

(Pb1/Eu1)–O2I 2.861(9) (Ge/V)–O2 1.692(9)

(Pb1/Eu1)–O3I 2.904(8) (Ge/V)–O3 1.756(8)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O1II 2.810(13)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O2III 2.202(11)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O3 2.630(8)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O3IV 2.553(8)

x = 0.2

(Pb1/Eu1)–O1 2.572(9) (Ge/V)–O1 1.635(8)

(Pb1/Eu1)–O2I 2.855(9) (Ge/V)–O2 1.678(9)

(Pb1/Eu1)–O3I 2.919(8) (Ge/V)–O3 1.716(8)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O1II 2.733(12)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O2III 2.209(11)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O3 2.621(8)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O3IV 2.577(7)

x = 0.3

(Pb1/Eu1)–O1 2.546(8) (Ge/V)–O1 1.652(8)

(Pb1/Eu1)–O2I 2.878(8) (Ge/V)–O2 1.673(8)

(Pb1/Eu1)–O3I 2.890(8) (Ge/V)–O3 1.723(8)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O1II 2.768(12)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O2III 2.183(11)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O3 2.627(8)

(Pb2/Eu2)–O3IV 2.578(7)
cence spectra are attributable to the local changes

induced in the crystal structure of the phases by the

incorporation of europium ions. Analysis of the shape

of the 5D0–
7F0 band, peaking at 578 nm, failed to pro-

vide any conclusive evidence for the presence of Eu3+

europium ions on two inequivalent sites. Comparison

of the expected local environments of Eu3+ ions on

these sites shows that the position corresponding to

Pb2 ions, with Wyckoff notation 6h and local symme-

try Cs, is highly asymmetric, whereas position Pb1,
with Wyckoff notation 4f and local symmetry C3, has

moderate asymmetry. Thus, the luminescence spectra

suggest that the Eu3+ ions reside predominantly in

position Pb1.

Figure 5 shows excitation spectra of the Eu3+ ions

in our samples at a luminescence wavelength of

612 nm (note that all of the spectra are identical).

5D0 excitation is most efficient on the 7F0–
5D1 tran-

sition, but excitation in the blue part of the emission

range of GaN light-emitting diodes (on the 7D0–
5D2
INORGANIC MATERIALS  Vol. 57  No. 11  2021
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Fig. 3. Effect of composition on the unit-cell parameters
a (1) and c (2), unit-cell volume V (3), and density d (4) of
the Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x apatites. 
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Fig. 4. Luminescence spectra of the Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x-

(VO4)4 – x apatites with x = (1) 0.1, (2) 0.2, and (3) 0.3. 
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transition) is also rather efficient. In contrast, exci-

tation in the violet and near-UV spectral regions has

low efficiency. The increase in excitation efficiency

around 300 nm, typically observed for europium ions

in a number of hosts and related to excitation of a

charge transfer band, is very small in the apatites stud-

ied here. As seen in the inset in Fig. 5, excitation

through the 5L6 level, which is also efficient in a num-

ber of hosts, occurs in our samples, but is far weaker

than excitation through D states. One possible cause

of this is nonradiative losses in relaxation processes

from high-energy states to the 5D0 state. The full width

at half maximum (FWHM) of the spectral line corre-

sponding to the 7F0–
5D2 transition in the photolumi-

nescence excitation (PLE) spectrum is on the order of

2 nm, without any signs of broadening that might be

expected for a disordered state [22]. In contrast, the

excitation peak at 533 nm has a very large width: about

7 nm.
INORGANIC MATERIALS  Vol. 57  No. 11  2021
To find out why the short-wavelength part of the

Eu3+ excitation spectrum was inefficient, we addition-

ally measured the absorption spectrum (Fig. 6) of a
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Fig. 6. Absorption spectrum of single-crystal
Pb5(GeO4)(VO4)2. Inset: Tauc plot for an allowed indirect
transition (α is the absorption coefficient).
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Pb5(GeO4)(VO4)2 single crystal (grown by the

Czochralski technique as described by Gospodinov

and Sveshtarov [23]).

The Pb5(GeO4)(VO4)2 crystal, containing no euro-

pium (host), was found to be transparent in the range

from 3.3 μm to approximately 450 nm. Its band gap, as

evaluated using a Tauc plot [24, 25] for an allowed

indirect transition (Fig. 6, inset), is about 2.49 eV, and

the main absorption around 400 nm is most likely due
Table 4. Thermodynamic properties of Pb9.7Eu0.3(GeO4)2.3(

* ΔG/T = [Ho(T) – Ho(350 K)]/T – [So(T) – So(350)].

T, K
Cp,

J/(mol K)

H°(T) – H°(350

kJ/mol

350 932.4 –

400 949.8 47.06

450 966.8 94.97

500 983.6 143.7

550 1000 193.3

600 1017 243.8

650 1035 295.1

700 1053 347.2

750 1072 400.3

800 1092 454.4

850 1113 509.6

900 1136 565.8

950 1161 623.2

1000 1188 681.9
to VO groups. The drop in Eu3+ excitation efficiency

around 400 nm and at shorter wavelengths can then be

accounted for by energy transfer from Eu3+ to VO

groups, followed by nonradiative relaxation in the

conduction band and an indirect transition to the

valence band.

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of temperature on the

molar heat capacity of the Eu-substituted lead ger-

manatovanadates. We call attention to the fact that the

substituted apatites with x = 0.1 and 0.2 are very simi-
INORGANIC MATERIALS  Vol. 57  No. 11  2021

VO4)3.7

 K), S°(T) – S°(350 K),

J/(mol K)

–ΔG/T*,

J/(mol K)

– –

125.6 8.00

238.5 27.45

341.2 53.77

435.8 84.25

523.5 117.2
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1019 363.2
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lar in heat capacity over the entire temperature range

studied (350–1000 K).

The temperature-dependent molar heat capacity

data for all of the Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x apa-

tites studied by us are well described by the Prausnitz–

Reid–Sherwood equation [26]:

(1)

for x = 0.1,

(2)

for x = 0.2, and

(3)

for x = 0.3.

The correlation coefficients for Eqs. (1)–(3) are

0.9992, 0.9988, and 0.9993, respectively. Using these

equations and well-known thermodynamic relations

[26], we evaluated the enthalpy increment, entropy,

and Gibbs energy of the apatites. As an example, Table 4

presents the Cp, H°(T) – H°(350 K), S°(T) – S°(350 K),

and –ΔG/T* data for the sample with the composition

Pb9.7Eu0.3(GeO4)2.3(VO4)3.7.

CONCLUSIONS

Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x Eu-substituted lead

germanatovanadates with different europium concen-

trations (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) have been prepared by solid-

state reactions using oxides as starting materials. The

atomic position coordinates, isotropic thermal param-

eters, and principal bond lengths in the materials have

been determined by X-ray diffraction, and we have

refined the crystal structure of the synthesized apa-

tite-like phases, (sp. gr. P63/m). The unit-cell

parameters and density of the compounds have been

determined as functions of europium concentra-

tion. We have studied the luminescence spectra of

the Pb10 – xEux(GeO4)2 + x(VO4)4 – x (x = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3)

materials and shown that the Eu3+ ions reside predom-

inantly on the Pb1 site. According to the heat capacity

data obtained for the samples by differential scanning

calorimetry, the synthesized compounds are thermally

stable throughout the temperature range studied (350–

1000 K). Cp, H°(T) – H°(350 K), S°(T) – S°(350 K), and

–ΔG/T* data are presented for a phase with the composi-

tion Pb9.7Eu0.3(GeO4)2.3(VO4)3.7.

( ) ( )
( ) ( )

−
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